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Dear Friends, 

Welcome to our second 2021 25th anniversary Supporter Newsletter, 
delving into (an eventful!) anniversary year! As ever, we are so grateful to 
have had you with us during this incredibly challenging year.

All at HART Wildlife Rescue



Autumn Case Book
Recent admissions at HART

Whilst HART has already admitted over 3,300 patients during 2021 (and counting), 
we are often called to different locations to both rescue and release wildlife 
casualties. Recently, we have attended a number of more memorable cases, writes 
HART’s Hospital Manager, Paul Reynolds.

Bentworth Badger Rescue

We were called to rescue a badger which had fallen into a hole in nearby Bentworth at the end of the day on the 
23rd October. We took a normal 6-foot ladder with us as a precaution, as the depth of the hole wasn’t clear on the 
call. When we arrived, it turned out the hole was indeed incredibly deep: roughly 15 feet! Thankfully, the callers 
had a long extendable ladder that we were able to put into the pit. With the help of our senior wildlife carer, 
Morgane, and long- term volunteer, Phoebe, we secured the top part of the pit and they waited for me to 
complete the unenviable task of securing the reluctant badger with a grasper. The badger was very unimpressed 
about being caught and it also took a while to catch her as there was a large septic tank in the way!

Eventually she was caught and removed from the hole. We checked her over on the scene and thankfully she had 
no obvious injuries. This was an older female, but with a lot of fight in her. She was happily released once we were 
sure that she was well and uninjured. 

Call-outs like this highlight how important it is to cover over any works and excavations whilst not attended!

”Call-outs like this 
highlight how important 

it is to cover over any 
works and excavations 

whilst not attended."

Cygnet Crossing

We were called to Alresford in October after a 
displaced cygnet was found trying to cross the main 
road! We managed to catch the cygnet, give it a quick 
assessment whereby it was found to be in great 
condition, and then re-release it safely onto a nearby 
river. 

At this time of year, parents may force this year's 
young from their territory, and with human obstacles in 
the way this can result in problems for cygnets who 
end up in gardens or by roads. Thankfully, this can 
often be remedied with a quick relocation to a suitable 
waterbody if the cygnet is otherwise healthy.
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Red Kite Rescue

A beautiful red kite was found collapsed in Basing Woods, in Basingstoke on the 30th October. He was rushed 
into HART where he was found to be underweight but without any obvious issues, we suspect he had been 
clipped by a car prior to being found on the ground. He gained weight quickly whilst in care and was released 
again back to Basing Woods on the 18th November. He flew beautifully and clearly knew where he was after 
perching high up in a very tall conifer. A huge thank you to one of our wonderful volunteers Paul Speller for taking 
the incredible release photographs for us.



An Eco-Conscious Christmas
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As the festive season approaches, we look at some of the best ways to celebrate with 
nature in mind.

Photo: Canva Pro

Creature Candy’s Eco Wrapping Guide
www.creaturecandy.co.uk/blog-creature-candy/2021/10/25/eco-
friendlygiftwrapping

Get crafty whilst saving the planet! Print your gift tags, wrap with brown paper 
and newspaper and learn the art of foraged decorations for that final flourish.

Did you know: Creature Candy will be launching its exclusive 
partnership with HART Wildlife Rescue and our top-secret bespoke 
design in the New Year. Like many things, this has been a little delayed 
by Covid-19 but we can’t wait to share it with you!

We’re all looking forward to celebrating a rather different 
Christmas in 2021 than we had in 2020! However, the 
pandemic in particular has made many people question the 
nature of what we use and consume at Christmas time and its 
impact on the natural world. (Whilst it’s doubtful many wildlife-
lovers will have indulged in ‘garden-sprinkle reindeer food with 
added magic glitter’ – made from mixed up plastic glitter and 
bird-seed and harmful to wildlife... and undoubtedly, to Rudolf 
too!) – there is nevertheless still much that can be done by 
everyone to have a cleaner, greener Christmas. On average, 
the UK bins 227,000 miles-worth of wrapping paper every year, 
much of which is non-recyclable and ends up in landfill... 
Alongside the 33m trees used to manufacture the 1billion cards 
sold in the UK every year...

Take a look online for some wonderful ideas for ethical gifts; lower-impact, meat-free and 
higher-welfare foods; Christmas tree rentals;  independent sellers; eco decorations and 
presents which benefit charities. Here are just a couple of our top picks: 

Wicked Leeks’ Ethical Gift Guide 2021
https://wickedleeks.riverford.co.uk/lifestyle/fairtrade-ethical-business-fashion-
beauty-recycling-seeds/wicked-leeks-ethical-christmas

Inspiration lacking? Fed up with collecting and giving yet more ‘stuff’? Ethical 
consumer magazine, Wicked Leeks, have compiled an inspiring gift guide 
encompassing fair-trade, eco, small business and nature-experience gifts not 
found on the high street.

Want to find some local small-business and charity gifting ideas? Read on 
to discover ways to help HART Wildlife Rescue through your gift-buying...

NB. These links are for information only; HART is not responsible for the content of external organisations, nor does the inclusion of the links 
here indicate a preference for one brand over another, or for endorsement of any kind for products, charities or brands or their views.

http://www.creaturecandy.co.uk/blog-creature-candy/2021/10/25/eco-friendlygiftwrapping
https://wickedleeks.riverford.co.uk/lifestyle/fairtrade-ethical-business-fashion-beauty-recycling-seeds/wicked-leeks-ethical-christmas
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Want to help HART through your Christmas 
shopping? From pre-loved bargains to ethical 
apparel, we’ve got it all wrapped up! 

It’s true, we’ve only gone and done
it... Thanks to amazing local artists 
Mischief and Eliza Whitfield, who 
have generously given us bespoke
designs, you can now purchase 
HART-warming wildlife designs 
directly from our very own Teemill
shop!

These designs are all bespoke to 
HART and can be found on garments, 
bags and beautiful art prints. 

Teemill’s products are made from 
organic cotton and printed in the UK 
in a renewable energy-powered 
factory.

https://hartwildlifeteemill.co.uk

Many designs online. Plus, 
everything is shipped in plastic-
free packaging and offers free 
delivery over £50.

Visit our Teemill shop for garments for men, 
women and children, as well as beautiful 
totes and art prints. Proceeds from every 
sale go to HART.

Visit our website to purchase this beautiful 
wildlife calendar by supporter and 
photographer, Jess Perry. Jess has created a 
beautiful wildlife 2022 calendar as a means to
raise much-needed funds for HART Wildlife 
Rescue – huge thanks to Jess!

This landscape calendar contains an array of 
stunning native wildlife species, captured by 
Jess herself, from across the UK. A perfect gift 
for Christmas 2021.

Each calendar donates a full £5 to HART.

Visit www.hartwildlife.org.uk or
https://jessperryphotography.bigcartel.com
...to buy your calendar. 

Don’t forget our charity shop in Alton is open 
10am-4pm throughout December with cards, 
gifts and pre-loved bargains! Find us at The 
Island, Bank Car Park, Alton, GU34 1HT.

https://hartwildlifeteemill.co.uk/
https://www.facebook.com/hartwildliferescue/?__cft__%5B0%5D=AZWTskwn3NUJm62s0p3DsIocfqIbxU_eL5kZ18sY4lEc-EqYReucOgeqm4Z0q00WS3FyUDrkthbRQ5UsmgSTNBFjWdxV3J-m1MWF7UQRgqsGG79VEPd0ndw5HZxAWHlZpqvF8QIKVmOTl8vLHsppoirQ&__tn__=kK-R
http://www.hartwildlife.org.uk/


You’ve heard it before, by now: 
small charities have had the 
toughest time surviving the 
funding challenges which Covid-
19 wrought throughout 2020 and 
continued to wreak during 2021. 
Thankfully, HART has never been 
reliant on just one source of 
income, nor on in-person 
fundraising events (sadly we just 
don’t have the space, much as 
we’d love to see you all!) but 
nevertheless, these have been 
incredibly difficult years – both 
for funding worries and about 
staffing the hospital safely. 

We are deeply grateful to all of 
you who, despite the challenges 
and the uncertainty, have 
continued to support your 
region’s native wildlife at HART. 
Without you, HART’s work simply 
wouldn’t be possible.  Hampshire 
and surrounding counties would 
be poorer in species and far 
more animal suffering would go 
untreated.

Thank you for your kindness, 
now, in the past, and, we hope, 
together with us for wild 
animals into the future. 
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Weathering Covid-19: 
Your crucial support

https://www.amazon.co.uk/hz/wishlist/ls
/2AX1NYBI38NI

There are many different ways to support HART, including giving 
one-off, regular and legacy gifts and through our Amazon wishlist
for emergency items needed in the hospital. 



Against all odds: 
Just a few recent success stories

Rabbit: European rabbit kit was admitted at a 
very young age but progressed very well. Once 
almost weaned, she moved to a large rabbit run 
with plenty of natural food and space to roam.

Fox: Found in poor condition in Poole. She had 
mange and was in a poor body condition when 
she arrived after being rescued by the RSPCA. 
After treatment and access to good quality food 
she improved significantly, continuing to gain 
weight and have new fur grow through day by 
day. 

Hedgehog: This young hedgehog came into our 
care for a month as a baby. His condition was 
very concerning on admission as he had bad fly 
strike, hypothermia and was not very responsive.
Appropriate treatment meant that the youngster 
was able to bounce back and was back on his 
feet and eating within 36 hours. 

Rescued  |  Rehabilitated  | Released
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2021 in review

We launched our updated website! Connected 
to our new database, the layout is easier to 
navigate and easier for us to manage in-house. 
Win-win!

We welcomed two new patrons: Chris Packham 
CBE joined us in January for our anniversary year, 
whilst Dr Hedgehog (Dr Sophie Lund Rasmussen) 
joined us in Hedgehog Awareness Week. We are 
hugely grateful to them both for their support. 

We would like to express our shock and support for 
Chris in the face of the recent threats, intimidation 
and arson which he has endured. Everyone who 
cares about this country's wildlife and natural 
environment are united against the criminals and 
thugs who believe they can intimidate 
conservationists. Conservationists around the world 
are murdered and intimidated on a daily basis for 
trying to protect what is left of the natural world; we 
didn't expect to be seeing it so blatantly in the UK. 
We must all stand up and unite against it. 

In a similar vein, we have been 
disappointed by the rise in aggressive 
and abusive calls and visits by members 
of the public this year. HART staff and 
volunteers work hard to admit more 
animals every year but capacity does, at 
times, limit our admissions. #BeKind

Lots of you attended our virtual 
#HeartForHART zoom party on 14th

February! Sadly, continuing Covid-19 
pressures have limited what we could do for 
the rest of the year to celebrate our 
anniversary but watch this space... We’re 
rolling our 25th into 2022 (because 
lockdown birthdays don’t count, right..?!)

Over 3,300+ patients
...and counting!

2020 saw a total of 3,233 animal patients admitted, so the 
team really have had their work cut out for them. In October 
alone we rescued 246 animals, including barn owls, swans, a 
red kite, kestrels, tawny owls, brown long-eared bats, 
badgers, foxes and a staggering 99 hedgehogs. 31st

December may easily see us exceed 3,600 patients in 2021.



Did you know? HART’s official registered charity name has been changed to  
HART WILDLIFE RESCUE

...from our old name, Hampshire Animal Rescue Team. We hope this will make things 
simpler for our supporters and reflects the charity today.

You can find us on the Charity Commission website 
searching for our registered number, 1066760.

Wildlife rescue and rehabilitation is a growing sector and one in which we are always 
keen to share best practice and good advice. Here are just a few of the excellent 
resources and information which HART has been pleased to share during 2021; we 
hope you find them useful.

From our wildlife partners: 
2021 wisdom from fellow charities
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Follow HART on Facebook, Instagram 
and YouTube for more top tips and the  
latest findings.

Follow us 
(hartwildliferescue) 
on Facebook, 
Instagram and 
YouTube for news 
and admissions



IN AN EMERGENCY:

Coronavirus sadly limited our preparations for launching an Anniversary 
appeal in order to start raising money to purchase our own premises. 
HART currently rents a building and field space and has been lucky to 
find a wildlife-loving landlord who has allowed the charity to make its 
home in Medstead since 2010. However, rising admissions dictate that 
HART will very soon outgrow its premises and we are still keen to hear from 
anyone who might be able to help us on our journey to building a new 
hospital on purchased land – from funders to architects to estate agents, etc. 

Hospital hours update:
9.00am to 5.00pm every day, 
including weekends, with a 24/7 
emergency line.
Always call us on 01420 562335 before bringing a casualty in. This is so 
that we can prepare for the animal or advise you of an alternative if that 
would be better for the animal. Sometimes animals which appear to need 
help are in fact fine, and we can give advice in these circumstances to 
avoid taking an animal from the wild if not necessary. 

If you need advice out of hours, please call the number in our 
answerphone message. You can also contact the RSPCA on 0300 1234 999 
(24 hours). 

Home 
Sweet 
Home?



Look Inside:  Excellent Equipment

(Dry) Cleaning...
We were immensely grateful to all those 
who responded so quickly to our recent 
appeal for a new tumble dryer. As you can 
imagine, HART gets through many loads of 
washing every day and, although we line-dry 
where possible, our tumble dryer is 
invaluable. 

So many of you responded that we were 
able to purchase a new dryer immediately –
thank you to everyone who helped to make 
this possible and keep the hospital going!

Hogspital Beds…    
Our much-needed new ‘Hogspital’ space (our external hedgehog shed – though also used for other 
patients when we have fewer hogs on site) which opened earlier this year thanks to a generous 
legacy, has now been kitted out with Zoozone animal habitats. These enable better patient visibility 
and recuperation space and are making a big difference to our recovering hedgehogs. We are still 
in need of more of these; please see our Amazon Wishlist if you can help – thank you.

Lab work...
Many of our patients present 
with a suspected high parasite 
load. We are very grateful to all 
those supporters who helped 
us to purchase a new 
diagnostic microscope this 
September. 

We collect information and 
participate in pertinent national 
research for the benefit of 
wildlife. Equipment such as this 
helps us to return useful results 
for both individual patients and 
species more broadly.



Rescue. Rehabilitate. Release.
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